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Nuclear modulation in electron-spin-echo spectroscopy is conventionally studied by one- 
dimensional electron-spin-echo envelope modulation ( lD-ESEEM) . Two-dimensional Fourier 
transform electron-spin resonance (2D-FTESR) studies of nuclear modulation have the 
promise of enhancing the spectral resolution and clarifying the key details of the relaxation 
processes. We present a 2D-FTESR study on single proton nuclear modulation from ?/- 
irradiated malonic acid single crystals to test the validity of the Gamliel-Freed theory and to 
assess the value of the new methods. The two pulse spin-echo correlation spectroscopy 
(SECSY) spectra as a function of orientation of the single crystal show very good agreement 
with the Gamliel-Freed theory extended to the general case of nonaxially symmetric 
hyperfine interaction. It is very simply affected by spin relaxation, such that relative intensities 
are essentially unaffected. Thus SECSY-ESR can most reliably be utilized for studying 
nuclear modulation. Stimulated SECSY provides the simplest nuclear modulation patterns, 
which, however, do exhibit the suppression effect well known in three-pulse ESEEM 
studies. Two-dimensional electron-electron double resonance (2D-ELDOR) provides nuclear 
modulation patterns similar to that of SECSY-ESR, so the suppression effect is absent. 
Both three-pulse methods exhibit complex relaxation behavior which can affect relative 
intensities. This is a feature characteristic of three-pulse ESEEM, but is not well 
understood. It is shown how the 2D-FTESR methods enable one to obtain the details of the 
complex spin relaxation, and in the process, obtain very good agreement between 
experiment and theory. 2D-ELDOR exhibits exchange cross peaks as well as coherence peaks 
from the nuclear modulation. It is shown how experiments, as a function of mixing 
time, enable one to separate the effects of the two. It is pointed out that such experiments are 
in the spirit of 3D spectroscopy. A new observation of the broadening of the 2D- 
ELDOR main peaks with an increase in mixing time is ascribed to the effects of solid-state 
dynamical processes that are slow on the ESR time scale and may thus be studied in 
“real time” in such experiments. The analysis of spin relaxation in this study is enabled by a 
full Liouville space derivation of the combined effects of nuclear modulation and spin 
relaxation in 2D-FTESR. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear modulation of the electron-spin-echo decay 
was first reported in 19611T2 and thereafter was developed 
both theoretically and experimentally in the context of 
electron-spin-echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) .3P4 
ESEEM has been studied over the ensuing years with the 
objective of obtaining structural information near para- 
magnetic centers in solid and glassy matrices.5-‘0 This 
method has been most successful in dealing with nuclei 
that are weakly coupled to the electron spin by dipolar 
interactions. In these cases, the depth of the ESEEM can 
be exploited to estimate distances between the nuclei and 
the unpaired electron. Given that the ESEEM usually ob- 
served is due to weakly interacting nuclei, the structural 
information that is obtained is typically complementary to 
that obtained from electron-nuclear double resonance 
(ENDOR) .6*11-14 

An important recent development in electron-spin res- 
onance (ESR) has been Fourier transform (FT) and two- 
dimensional FT-ESR (2D-FT-ESR) . 15-22 These develop- 
ments have the technical advantages of (a) greatly reduced 

data acquisition times because the whole spectrum is irra- 
diated simultaneously (i.e., the multiplex advantage) with 
the use of very narrow nonselective pulses (widths - 5 ns) 
which are significantly shorter than the relevant T2’s, 
thereby yielding (b) reduced dead time and spectral dis- 
tortions arising from the use of long pulses. More impor- 
tant is the availability of a whole class of new experiments 
to study both motions and structure. In this paper, we 
address the class of 2D-ET-ESR experiments for the study 
of nuclear modulation. 

In a recent theoretical study by Gamliel and Freed 
(GF) ,23 it was shown that 2D-FT-ESR methods should, in 
general, provide greater spectral resolution of nuclear mod- 
ulation with the availability of the second spectral dimen- 
sion. In fact, the first demonstration of the value of a sec- 
ond spectral dimension in the study of ESEEM was 
provided by Merks and de Beer.24 They utilized a standard 
ESEEM technique based on the three-pulse stimulated 
echo, which measures just the echo maximum as a function 
of two different pulse delay times [T and t, in Fig. 1 (d)]. 
Also notable was the two-pulse ESEEM experiment of 
Isoya et a1.25 who measured the echo maximum as a func- 
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FIG. 1. The ZD-FTESR pulse sequences for echo signals: (a) SECSY- 
one varies f, and fz; (b) stimulated SECSY-one varies T and f2 with 
fixed fl; (c) echo-ELDOR-one varies fl and f2 with fixed mixing time T; 
(d) Merks-de Beer 2D-ESEEM experiment-one varies f, and T and 
monitors the echo height. 

the various 2D-FT-ESR spectra as a function of sample 
orientation, which leads to dramatic variation of the ob- 
served nuclear modulation in a way that provides an ex- 
cellent test of the theory. We are able to report on the 
generally excellent agreement obtained with GF theory af- 
ter generalizing it to include nonaxially symmetric hyper- 
fine (and g) tensors. 

tion of tl [cf. Fig. 1 (a)] and repeated the experiment for 
different values of the d.c. magnetic field B, to obtain a 
two-dimensional representation. These techniques are 
based on selective excitation and/or detection and do not 
have the multiplex advantage of a technique based on mod- 
ern FT methodology. We distinguish the methods de- 
scribed in this paper by their full utilization of nonselective 
irradiation and their use of modem FT methods. 

Patyal et al. 26,27 have recently demonstrated the capa- 
bility of performing 2D-FT-ESR on- spectra in the rigid 
and near rigid limits in a disordered matrix. They em- 
ployed the GF theory to interpret the 2D nuclear modu- 
lation observed from a nitroxide in a glycerol/H20 host 
and showed the sensitivity of the 2D-FT-ESR methods to 
structural detail. It is known that rotational motions sig- 
nificantly affect nuclear modulation,‘9120926-28 and Patyal 
et al. were able to illustrate these effects in their 2D-FT- 
ESR. In general, relaxation mechanisms can affect the ob- 
served nuclear modulations in terms of intensities and res- 
olution, a matter that is still not well understood. 
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This work also illustrates another virtue of our 2D-FT- 
ESR methods with short nonselective pulses, viz., it is pos- 
sible to obtain good nuclear modulation from strongly cou- 
pled nuclei such as is the case for the (Y proton in malonic 
acid. In order to perform accurate studies on nuclear mod- 
ulation, it is necessary to excite the allowed and forbidden 
ESR transitions simultaneously. Their difference in fre- 
quency depends on both the hyperfine (hf) tensor and the 
nuclear Larmour frequency w,. In general, it is difficult to 
adequately excite nuclear modulation of protons because 
o, is large, but Patyal et al. showed that 5 ns pulses were 
adequate to accomplish this in the case of relatively weakly 
coupled protons,26*27 and in the present work, we find that 
this is so fora strongly coupled proton where all principal 
components of the hf tensor are greater than w,. Thus 
2D-FT-ESR can deal effectively with weakly and strongly 
coupled nuclei including protons. 

In this paper, we present a study of 2D-FT-ESR ex- 
periments on the nuclear modulation from a y-irradiated 
single crystal of malonic acid (Fig. 2). This is meant as a 
prototype study to carefully demonstrate and analyze the 
capabilities of 2D-FT-ESR experiments in the study of nu- 
clear modulation. The reasons for choosing the malonic 
acid radical are that (i) it is a simple S= l/2, I= l/2 spin 
system, which is easy to analyze; and (ii) detailed struc- 
tural information is available by x-ray crystallography29 
and from previous ESR studies.30’31 We are able to study 

In this paper, we consider three canonical 2D-FT-ESR 
experiments that are based on echo decays. The first is the 
two-pulse spin-echo correlation spectroscopy (SECSY) - 
ESR experiment in which one collects the full echo decay 
as one steps out the time tl between the two pulses [cf. Fig. 
1 (a)] followed by a double FT.23726 This technique leads to 
coherence cross peaks due to the nuclear modulation. 
These coherence cross peaks are analogous to those ob- 
served in COSY (correlation spectroscopy) and SECSY 
NMR arising fromji coupling,32 although the formulation 
of nuclear modulation in ESR is more complex. This is the 
basic experiment which generalizes the standard two-pulse 
ESEEM experiment to two dimensions. There are two 

FIG. 2. Relation of the structure of the malonic acid radical 
.CH(COOH), to the principal axes (x&z) of the hyperfine tensor. In 

this orthogonal system of coordinates, the z axis is alone the CH bond 
direction and the x axis is perpendicular to the plane of tie three carbon 
atoms (Ref. 30). The direction of the external static field Ho is defined by 
the angles 0 and q5, where 0 is the angle between Ho and the z axis, and 4 
is the angle between the x axis and the projection of Ho on the xy plane. 
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three-pulse 2D-FT-ESR experiments which are based on 
the stimulated echo-stimulated SECSY [cf. Fig. l(b)] 
and 2D-electron-electron double resonance (ELDOR) - 
echoes [cf. Fig. 1 (c)l. Since there are actually three differ- 
ent times here, viz. tl the preparation time, T the mixing 
time, and t2 the acquisition time, this is, in principle a 3D 
experiment.33 The 2D experiments-stimulated SECSY 
(in which T and t2 are “varied”) and 2D-ELDOR (in 
which tl and t2 are varied) are two of the three possible 2D 
projections of the full 3D experiment. The third is, of 
course, the Merks and de Beer experiment ( tl and T is 
varied), but it is the one that lacks the multiplex advan- 
tages referred to above. One finds that echo-ELDOR for 
short mixing times, T yields results very similar to SECSY- 
ESR for the structure of the coherence cross-peaks due to 
nuclear modulation. As T increases, cross peaks due to 
exchange processes can be observed to grow in. We con- 
sider, in our study, how coherence cross peaks and ex- 
change cross peaks can be distinguished by such experi- 
ments. In general, stimulated SECSY and 2D-ELDOR are 
more sensitive to the details of spin relaxation than is 
SECSY. In the original GF theory, relaxation was treated 
in a very simple manner in order to avoid the full Liouville 
space analysis required for a relaxation-matrix34 or a 
stochastic-Liouville equation33 treatment of the ESR. The 
nuclear-modulation problem (ignoring detailed spin relax- 
ation) is adequately dealt with in the normal Hilbert space 
spanned by the spin basis functions as Mims has shown. In 
order to properly analyze the combined effects of nuclear 
modulation and spin relaxation required for the present 
2D-ESR experiments (as well as conventional 1D ES- 
EEM), we have recast the theory including relaxation in 
the full Liouville space. This has enabled us to properly 
assess how electron-spin relaxation, nuclear spin relax- 
ation, and cross-relaxation affect the 2D spectra. We 
thereby indicate how such 2D-ESR experiments can pro- 
vide both relaxation and structural information on radicals 
in a solid host. 

In Sec. II, the experimental details are presented. The 
appropriate theory for these experiments is summarized in 
Sec. III, with a more detailed description of the derivation 
including spin relaxation given in the appendices. The re- 
sults and discussion appear in Sec. IV and the conclusions 
are given in Sec. V. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

All the experiments were performed on the 2D-FT- 
ESR spectrometer, which has been described else- 
where.‘6*20 Additional modifications, as well as the bridged 
loop gap resonator (BLGR) utilized have been described 
by Patyal et a1.26 The use of a resonator with low Q~45 as 
well as short ?r/2 pulses ( -5 ns) permits wide-band cov- 
erage. In this work, we were able to achieve nearly uniform 
rotation of spins into the rotating xy plane over a f 100 
MHz bandwidth. This coverage is more than sufficient for 
the present study where the largest hf tensor component 
A,=91 MHz. 

A significant increase in the rate of data acquisition 
was achieved over the previous studies by utilizing a 
computer-aided measurement and control (CAMAC) 
dual channel digitizer and averager (DSP Technology 
TRAQ-H model 2 102SA) which samples at the rate of 200 
megasamples/s (i.e., 5 ns dwell time). It was interfaced 
with a home-built synchronized clock, which allows for 
interleaving in successive sweeps to achieve an effective 1 
ns resolution when needed. In the experiments reported 
here, we utilized a sweep rate of 1000 sweeps/s (for 256 
data points). This yielded a total throughput rate of data 
acquisition that was about 15 times faster than we previ- 
ously obtained using an HP54100A digitizing oscilloscope. 
Additional improvements, since completing these experi- 
ments, now permit sweep rates of 10 000 sweeps/s under 
otherwise identical conditions for an increase by about a 
factor of 150 over our original throughput rate. 

Malonic acid crystals grown previously in our labora- 
tory were used in this study. Some crystals were irradiated 
with 1 Mrad 6oCo y radiation at the Ward Laboratory of 
Nuclear Engineering at Cornell University. A crystal of 
-2 mm X 1 mm X0.5 mm, weighing 1.7 mg with well- 
defined faces and edges was used for data collection. Soon 
after irradiation, the cw-ESR spectrum shows several hf 
lines due to different kinds of radicals produced, but in 
aged samples (a couple of days after irradiation), only two 
strong lines persist. The strong doublet is due to the hf 
coupling of the r electron of the QI carbon with the Q: 
proton of the C-H fragment of the . CH ( COOH ) 2 radical 
of malonic acid. 

The principal axis system of the hf tensor defined in 
Ref. 30 and the procedure to identify the axes described 
therein were used in this study. Figure 2 shows the prin- 
cipal axes (x,y,z) of the hf tensor in relation to the struc- 
ture of the malonic acid radical . CH( COOH),. The di- 
rection of the external static field B. is defined by the 
angles 6 and 4, where 0 is the angle between B. and the z 
axis, and I$ is the angle between the x axis and the projec- 
tion of B. on the xy plane. The crystal was mounted on a 
specially designed delrin holder which was connected to a 
glass rod ( -2.5 mm diameter). The other end of the glass 
rod was attached to a goniometer. The crystal was rotated 
successively about one of the three principal axes (X,JJ,Z) 
and measurements were made at several orientations. 

At room temperature Tf is too short to allow the de- 
tection of a free induction decay (FID), but an echo decay 
can be easily measured. Figure 1 shows three types of ex- 
periments performed at each orientation. For the two-pulse 
SECSY-ESR experiment, the initial t, was 110 ns due to 
the spectrometer dead time and 128 steps along t, were 
used. The t, step size was set either 5 or 10 ns depending on 
the spectral extent required for the nuclear modulation 
components which appear with respect to wl. [That is, 5 
( 10) ns supplied a spectral extent of f 100 ( =l=50) MHz 
after FFT.] For each tl step, the echo decay was collected 
along t2, sampling 256 data points at a 1 ns interval. One 
important difference between our 2D technique and the 
conventional ESEEM is that we collect the echo shape 
starting at the peak of the echo as a function of t2 for each 
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tl value, which enables us to get the cw spectrum along w2 
after Fourier transform. 

In the three pulse stimulated-SECSY experiment, the 
evolution period tl is kept constant and the mixing period 
T is stepped out; for each step in T, the stimulated echo 
was collected as a function of t2. The initial T was 110 ns 
and 128 T steps of either 5 or 250 ns step size were used. 
The larger step size supplied a T,,,= 32 ,us which was 
needed for an accurate measurement of T, = 15-22 ps, the 
electron-spin lattice relaxation time, whereas the smaller 
step size (5 ns) was used to obtain sufficient spectral range 
( f 100 MHz) required for the nuclear modulation com- 
ponents. In the echo-ELDOR experiment, the mixing pe- 
riod T is kept constant and the evolution period tl is 
stepped out; for each step in t,, the echo decay is collected 
as a function of t2 The initial tl was 110 or 130 ns depend- 
ing on the signal to noise ratio. Here too 128 tl steps of 5 
ns step size were used. At each orientation, three to five 
experiments were done for different values of the mixing 
time T to see any development of cross peaks as T in- 
creased. 

Throughout all experiments, the phase cycling se- 
quences suggested in Ref. 23 were used to remove the im- 
age peaks, transverse signals, and axial peaks. For example, 
the irradiated malonic acid crystal has five echo signals 
with comparable intensity in the three-pulse experiment. 
We could collect the stimulated echo signal selectively with 
phase cycling. Also, the S,- spectral combinationz3 of the 
dual quadrature signal was used in the data processing, as 
is appropriate for an echo signal. 

The data acquisition and processing methods are de- 
scribed in Refs. 26 and 27. The full 2D figures shown below 
were obtained directly by 2D-FFT of the original time- 
domain data and are the magnitude spectra. These data 
were also processed by linear prediction with singular 
value decomposition (LPSVD)20 in order to get accurate 
relaxation times and frequencies as needed, and to enable 
us to produce contour plots of just the modulation peaks 
from the & proton of malonic acid. The characteristic’ de- 
cay constants along tl (SECSY) or T (stimulated SECSY) 
are summarized in Table I. 

III. THEORY 

The Gamliel-Freed theory was developed to calculate 
the 2D-ESR spectra in the rigid limit.23 In this work, in 

TABLE I. Characteristic relaxation constants for each orientation. 

Orientation (@) T, (nsP Decay constants along T (ps) b 

(5--D=) 800 23.0 
(30”,0”) 812 21.1 
(50”,0”) 687 15.9 
(5”,90”) 1223 22.2 
(45”,90”) 1068 22.1 

“T, is measured from SECSY experiment with 10 ns t, step size. 
bathe decay constants along mixing time are measured from stimulated- 
SECSY experiments with 250 ns T step size. 

order to deal properly with the 2D-ESR spectra from ir- 
radiated malonic acid, we extend the theory to include 
molecules with nonaxially symmetric g and hf tensors. We 
also include relaxation processes in a more explicit and 
detailed fashion. 

In the general case, there is no axial symmetry in any 
of the tensors and the various tensors have a different prin- 
cipal axis system of their own. This general situation is 
summarized in the Schneider-Freed “User’s Guide.“35 The 
following definitions will be used: 

1 BeBo g=? (gx.+gyy+gz) T 9 zi=3 (Abx+Aiy+Akz), 

F=; gy; (&+&A T; 1 &Jo 
(1) 

Q=; I A;-; (&+z$y) 7 I 

F(2)=1 (g PeBo 
2 

-g xx YY 
) - 0!2’2. (A’ --A’~) $j ’ I 2 xx yy ’ 

where i is the index for the ith nucleus. 
In high fields, the contribution of the nonsecular terms 

(S,, .!?,I, S&I,, SJ,) is relatively small, so one need 
only use the secular and pseudosecular terms to determine 
the spectrum. Then the Hamiltonian in the case of one 
electron and several nuclei can be written as follows: 

+ Di2)sin2p’cos (2y’) 1 SJZj+ 1 - 2 sin FICOS &OS (2j) i sin( 2j) } 1 S&+ i 

+ 2 sm B’(cos @cos ( 2y’) + i sin ( 2j) > 1 I SJ- i , 
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where s1= (O,P,r) represents the set of Euler angles de- 
scribing the orientation of the g tensor relative to a 
laboratory-fixed frame and (a’,@,‘,r’) are the Euler angles 
for the ith hf tensor. The spin operators are written in the 
lab frame. For the special case of a single nucleus interact- 
ing with the unpaired electron with the hf tensor having 
the same principal axes as the g tensor, the Hamiltonian is 
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11) = I++> 
---_ ---_ ___ 

12 1 = I+-> 
-__--- _-e-L-’ 

lb)=-%1 l)+c,l2) 

l?=Cs,-w,,Iz+ASJz+ fBSJ, ++B*SJ- . (3) 

The coefficients in the Hamiltonian are now equal to 

C=g+Fk(3 cos2p- 1) +F’2’sin2/J cos(2y), 

14) = I--> lc)=c,l3)+c,l4) ----.-- __-- -- 
T 6% 

IS)= I-+> ---_ ---_ --__ I 
ld)=-c.,I3)+C,i4) 

A=-$ [Z+&(3cos2fl-l)+D(2)sin2pcos(2y)], 

-isin(2y)]). (4) 

This is the form we specifically employ for irradiated 
malonic acid. Equation (3) is the typical form utilized by 
GF, but now the anisotropic tensor components appear in 
the coefficients A, B, and C as given in Eq. (4). With this 
modest change, the GF theory again applies provided one 
is not interested in details of the spin relaxation. 

GF included relaxation in an extremely simple fashion 
to avoid the necessity of dealing with the density matrix in 
the full Liouville space. Such a simplification permits one 
to treat the effects of the various nuclear spins in an addi- 
tive fashion, as Mims has shown. A detailed analysis of 
relaxation, however, does require a full Liouville space 
analysis especially for dealing with cross-relaxation, ex- 
change cross peaks in %D-ESR, and also to distinguish the 
various T2’s for the ESR and the NMR transitions. This 
complex matter is described in Appendix A for the case of 
an S= l/2, I= l/2 spin system, and an analytic analysis is 
provided after some simplifications are introduced. This 
permits us to write down analytic expressions for the two- 
and three-pulse 2D-ESR experiments described herein, 
which include detailed aspects of the spin relaxation. 

A. Two-pulse experiment-SECSY 

The two-pulse SECSY experiment [cf. Fig. 1 (a)] yields 
three types of signals-transverse, axial, and the echo or 
SECSY signal. The latter provides the nuclear modulation 
effects. Since each term shows distinctive dependence on 
the phases of the pulses as shown by GF, one may cancel 
the transverse and axial terms by phase cycling, leaving 
just the SECSY signal. 

The SECSY signal is 

%CSY a --le . i(2#2-41)exp [ - (2t, + t2)/T,,] 

X 
( 

k+A+k-F+(k/4) i Mi 9 (5) 
i=l ) 

A=cos(w+t;?), F=cos(m-t2>, M1=cos(q&+u-t2), 

M2=cos(wpt+LL~2), M3=COS(WJ~+W+t& 

(a) (b) 

FIG. 3. The labeling of the spin eigenstates in the case of ]A/2 ] > ] w,,] . 
(a) The spin eigenstates in the ]SJz) basis. The first and second signs 
represent MS and ML, respectively. These spin states are eigenstates in the 
case of B=O, i.e., no pseudosecular term [cf. Eq. (3)]. (b) The spin 
eigenstates in the presence of the pseudosecular term. Each state can be 
represented as a linear combination of the basis functions in the IS~J 
basis. These eigenstates generate the SY,, basis. 

Mg= -cos(2w+t~+w+t2), lP&j= -cos(2w-t,+w-t,), 

and T2, is the T2 for electron-spin transitions. Also 4, and 
$2 are the phases of pulses 1 and 2. 

The parameters k, k,, and k- appear in Table III in 
terms of the key frequencies w, and wB (cf. Fig. 3) 

w,= [ (&)‘- Ifi2]‘“, 

up= [ (;i+mJ2+ 1;i2]li2 

with ~*=i(~,fw~). Note that in Eq. (5), the symbol 2 
stands for the two allowed ESR resonances (i.e., allowed 
autopeaks obtained by rewriting the cosine as the sum of 
two exponentials), F stands for the two forbidden ESR 
resonances (i.e., forbidden autopeaks), and Mi (i= 1,...,6) 
for the 12 nuclear modulation (or coherence cross) peaks. 
The SECSY spectrum can be obtained by Fourier trans- 
forming Eq. (5) along both tl and t2. A schematic diagram 
for the SECSY experiment is shown in Fig. 4(a) for the 
case of ] A/2 1 > ] w, ] which is always the case regardless of 
the orientation angle in the y-irradiated malonic acid single 
crystal. The case for IA/2 I < I w, I can be obtained from 
this by swapping w+ and w- and by changing the sign of 
wp (cf. Table III). Figure 4 illustrates the rich array of 
modulation peaks in a manner reminiscent of NMR COSY 
and SECSY involving spin-spin coupling. Note that Eq. 
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FIG. 4. (a) A schematic spectral diagram for the SECSY experiment; (b) experimental contour plot for the (30”,0”) orientation [cf. Fig. S(b)], where 
the intense allowed peaks along o, = 2?rf, =O have been removed. 

(5) is exactly the equation previously obtained by GF, 
since relaxation appears in a very simple fashion in this 
two-pulse experiment, viz. all lines are broadened by the 
homogeneous T,,. 

In a real experiment, there is inhomogeneous broaden- 
ing along the o2 axis, but the refocusing with respect to t, 
in the echo experiment cancels out the inhomogeneous 
broadening along the w1 axis. Therefore one can obtain T,, 
across the whole spectrum in a 2D-SECSY experiment. 
The Gaussian inhomogeneous broadening effect along w2 is 
included in our simulations as follows: 

e-“rrYf2 d,, 0.8 
Iv 

(b) #=90° 

where f b( t2) is the broadened signal and A is the Gaussian 
inhomogeneous broadening parameter in frequency units. 
Note that in the conversion of the internal angles ( &#J) to 
the Euler angles, we get (cr,fi,,y) = (00, -0,V) for the zx 
quadrant ($=O; i.e., the rotation axis for the goniometer is 
parallel to they axis); (c&y) = (V,0,90”) for zy quadrant 
and (ar,a,y) = (O”,9U, 180”-4) for the xy quadrant. The 

8 (degree) 

intensity of the modulation beaks relative to the autopeaks 
is proportional to k/(4k+). This is plotted as a function of 

FIG. 5. The predicted variation of the intensity factors as a function of 
the orientation angle 0 in the plane of (a) 4=V; (b) 4=90’. A,= -61 

( 6,# 1 and GLJI,&) in Figs. 5 and 6. It is found that MHz, A,= -91 MHz, and A,= -29 MHz are used. 
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FIG. 6. The predicted variation of the intensity factors for 8=5”, #=P as 
a function of the hf value (a) Ax; (b) A,$ (c) A, For the fixed hf 
constants, A,=-61 MHz, A,=-91 MHz, and A,=-29 MHz are 
used. 

the intensity is quite sensitive to the A, value over the 
range 0” < 8 < - 15”. If the crystal can be mounted accu- 
rately (possibly with the help of x-ray crystallography), 
(A,,&,,&) could be determined precisely from the inten- 
sity ratio. The modulation frequencies also show angular 
variation and are plotted in Fig. 7. They do not show much 
variation when the hf constants vary. 

Simulated spectra based on the theory are shown in 
Fig. 8 for the zx quadrant and in Fig. 9 for the zy quadrant. 
As discussed in Sec. IV, where these predictions are com- 
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FIG. 7. The predicted angular variation of the modulation frequencies in 
the plane of (a) 4=V; (b) #=9V. A,=-61 MHz, A,,,=-91 MHz, 
and A,= -29 MHz are used. 

pared with the experimental spectra, the agreement is quite 
good over all the orientation angles. 

B. Three-pulse experiments-echo-ELDOR and 
stimulated SECSY 

In the three-pulse experiment (cf. Fig. 1 ), there are, in 
general, nine terms-four FID-like and five echoes.23 The 
relevant signal in stimulated-SECSY or 2D-ELDOR is the 
stimulated echo signal. The phase cycling given in Table 4 
of Ref. 23 removes all the transverse and axial peaks. The 
S,- combination of the dual quadrature signal then removes 
any residual FID ELDOR signal. Thus, only the stimu- 
lated echo signal is retained. The analysis based upon Ap- 
pendix A yields 

+$exp[-(2We+2Wx)T] i M,+$e-T’T2~ 
i=l 

where 

A=cos(@+td, E~=cWw+t,+o+t,>, F=cos(w-t,), EF=cos(2w-t,+w-t2), M1=cOs(Watl+W-t2), 
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(4 (b) 

FIG. 9. Examples of experimental (upper) and simulated (lower) SECSY spectra at orientations of (a) ( 5”,90”); (b) (45”,90”). The measured T, values 
in Table I and the inhomogeneous broadening width A=4 MHz are used in the simulation for each orientation. 

Ng=cos(w~t,+wpT-w-t,), 

N,=cos(W,tl+W,T+~+t*), 

Ns=cos(optl+WBT+W+t2), 

fvg= -cos(2w_tl+w,T+o-tz), 

N,o= -cos(2w_tl-O~T+O_t*), 

IV,,= -cos(20+tl+w,T+w+t2), 

Nlz= -cos(2w+t,+aBT+m+t2), 

and T,, is the T2 for nuclear spin transitions. Also We and 
Wn are the lattice induced electron-spin flip and nuclear 
spin flip relaxation rates, with W, a measure of the cross 
relaxation (cf. Ref. 11 and Appendix A); c+n is the 
Heisenberg spin exchange”‘36 frequency (cf. Appendix A). 

Equation (7) has the same allowed and forbidden au- 
topeaks as the two-pulse SECSY expression of Eq. (5)) but 
now there are exchange cross peaks labeled as EA and EF 
which show up in the 2D-ELDOR experiment. Note that 
only the allowed autopeaks (2) and the allowed exchange 
peaks (,!?J) appear to be directly relaxed by the Heisen- 
berg exchange process in the approximations made in Ap- 
pendix A (which is not a general result). However, T,, 
and TZn both have contributions from mnn. 11P36 There are 
two types of nuclear modulation cross peaks labeled Mj 
(i= l,..., 4) and Ni (j=5 ,..., 12). The Mi peaks come from 
spins along the z axis during the mixing period T, whereas 
for the Nj peaks, the spins are in the xy plane during this 
period, so they exhibit nuclear modulation with respect to 
T. In the limit of T =O, Eqs. (5) and (7) do become 
identical. 
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FIG. 10. (a) A schematic spectral diagram for stimulated SECSY; (b) experimental contour plot for the (50”,0”) orientation [cf. Fig. 11 (b)]. 

Note a_lso the more complex relaxation than given by 
GF. The A and F autopeaks each relax during the mixing 
period (i.e., vs T) as the sum of two of the three normal 
relaxation modes found in Appendix A, whereas the ex- 
change cross peaks EA and EF relax according to differ- 
ences in these modes. The Mi modulation peaks relax (vs 
T) according to one of these modes, whereas the Nj peaks 
relax (vs r) by T,, since they are associated with nuclear 
transition terms during the mixing period. The GF the- 
Ol-)J3 and its application by Patyal et al.*? could not in- 
clude such details of relaxation nor the exchange cross 
peaks. In order to get Eq. (7) to reduce to those of Refs. 23 
and 27, one must let Ann= W,= W,=O, T,=1/2W,, and 
T,= Tze= T2,,, which represent oversimplifications of the 
relaxation (cf. Appendix B) . 

1. Stimulated SECSY 

Fourier transformation of Eq. (7) along T and t2 gives 
the stimulated-SECSY spectrum, whose schematic dia- 
gram is shown Fig. 10(a) for IA/2 1 > 1 w, I. The intensity 
of all the peaks at wT= f~, becomes zero if mot1 =2m 
with iz an integer. This is the so-called suppression effect in 
conventional ESEEM. This suppression effect is seen to be 
due to pairs of N-type modulation peaks with opposite 
signs appearing at the same location in the 2D spectrum 
(i.e., N5 and Ns, and N7 and Nit). tl is preset to avoid the 
suppression effect in the experiment. A series of simulated 
spectra are shown in Fig. 11. They are compared to exper- 

imental spectra (also in Fig. 11) in Sec. IV and are found 
to agree well over all the orientation angles. 

2. Echo-ELDOR 
The echo-ELDOR spectrum is obtained by Fourier 

transform of Eq. (7) along t, and t2 and its illustrative 
diagram is shown in Fig. 12. The general pattern is the 
same as that for SECSY (cf. Fig. 4), but now there are 
pairs of modulation terms (but all of the same sign) con- 
tributing to the nuclear modulation cross peaks, i.e., there 
is no suppression effect. However, the relative intensities in 
2D-ELDOR contain considerable information on the re- 
laxation parameters. Another important difference is the 
existence of exchange cross peaks (EA and EF) which 
grow in with T due to W, or W,. If W, > W,, the exchange 
cross peaks between the allowed transitions (EJ) have the 
same sign as the autopeak. If W, < W,, they have the op- 
posite sign. Therefore the source of the exchange cross 
peaks determines the phase, which can be obtained before 
taking the magnitude spectrum. However, the observation 
of EA is somewhat obscured because the nuclear modula- 
tion peaks Nit and N12 appear at the same positions and 
their phases do depend on T. 

Simulated spectra, selected to compare with experi- 
mental ones in Fig. 13, are shown in Fig. 14. They are a 
good example of how the relaxation parameters can be 
derived from the echo-ELDOR spectra with different mix- 
ing time. It is convenient to use a relative intensity scale 
since the intensity of the allowed autopeak (2) itself is a 
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FIG. 12. A schematic spectral diagram for the echo-ELDOR experiment. 

peaks that are nearby. The two pairs of M1 and M, peaks 
are clearly distinguishable. The two groupings of the M2, 
M4, M,, and M6 peaks are also clearly discernible. Al- 
though overlapped, one sees the M, and y6 peaks, while 
the M2 and M4 peaks, both of which occur at w1 =op, form 
a broad doubled-width line as expected since the inhomo- 
geneous broadening affects only the o2 direction (and not 
the o1 direction in this echo-based experiment). 

B. Stimulated SECSY 

In Fig. 11, we show stimulated SECSY spectra for 
several orientations as well as the respective simulations. 
Again, the characteristic features predicted for the 01 pro- 
ton of malonic acid are clearly discerned in the experimen- 
tal spectra. We further examine the modulation patterns by 
first using LPSVD to remove the autopeaks along w,=O. 
As can be seen from Fig. 10(a), the Mi (i=1,...,4) mod- 
ulation peaks are degenerate with the autopeaks and are 
therefore not observed. The remaining spectrum showing 
the Nj (j=5,..., 12) modulation peaks is displayed in the 
contour plot of Fig. 10(b) [based on the data of Fig. 
11 (b)] corresponding to 8= 50”, 4 =o”. One clearly dis- 
cerns the two pairs of N,+N, and N,+N,t peaks at wr 
= &o, as well as the broadened-out groupings of N6 +Nlo 
with Ns+NIZ. Because of the suppression effect in stimu- 
lated SECSY, the intensities for each grouping are influ- 
enced differently for the particular value of t, one utilizes 
(see below), and this influences somewhat the pattern seen 
in the contour plot. 

The LPSVD data analysis of the spectra with 250 ns T 
step size show that we have only a single exponential decay 
along the T axis for the allowed autopeaks (A), whereas 
the theory predicts the superposition of two distinctive de- 
cays- l/(2 W,<f=W,) -and l/( 2 We+ 2 W,) within our re- 
-1axation scheme; (we assume ~nn=O, i.e., our- crystal is 
dilute enough to neglect concentration-dependent spin re- 
laxation processes). This might be due to the fact that 
those two decays are very close and LPSVD cannot distin- 
guishtheir difference. fiowever, Eq. (7) shows stimulated- 
SECSY gives direct information on the normal modes of 
relaxation which cannot in general be ascribed to a simple 
T,e 

._ - 

C. iD-ELDOR 

We show in Fig. 13 a sequence of 2D-ELDOR exper- 
iments for a particular orientation (8= 30”, 4 =oO). First of 
all, we wish to comment that the 2D-ELDOR spectra due 
to the nuclear modulation are very similar to the SECSY 
spectrum for the same angle, although differences in inten- 
sity do arise from the different dependences on T of the 
various modulation peaks and their different relaxation de- 
pendences [cf. Eq. (7)]. In general, we do observe that the 
2D-ELDOR spectra are similar to the SECSY spectrum 
for the equivalent crystal orientation. Thus, we only dis- 
play in Fig. 13 spectra for a single orientation, but as a 
function of the mixing time, T. We display in Fig. 14 a set 
of simulations of the 2D-ELDOR experiment for the range 
of mixing times, and again generally good agreement be- 
tween theory and experiment is observed. The changes 
with Tare seen to be rather subtle. We can perhaps observe 
them more clearly in the contour plot format wherein the 
dominant autopeaks along wr =0 are removed by LPSVD. 
A series of contours are shown in Fig. 15. These do indeed 
display the basic SECSY pattern seen in Fig. 4. As one 
looks with greater detail, one observes some significant 
variations with T. The intensity of the forbidden peaks is 
much smaller than that of the allowed peaks (k-/k+ 
~0.03) for this orientation (cf. Fig. 5). Therefore we can 
ignore the contribution of F and EF. The modulation fre- 
quency wp from the experimental spectra is -32 MHz, 
which implies the actual orientation is approximately 
(25”,0”). The frequency w, is a little obscured by the broad- 
ening effect of the autopeaks. Once each term in Eq. (7) is 
classified according to the position of the peak by the fol- 
lowing equation and its equivalents: 

cos(2w-4+w,T+o-tz) 

=fei”aTexp[i(20-tr+W&)] ++e-ioaT 

Xexp[ --i(2m-tl+m-t2) 1 (8) 

the calculation of the absolute intensities at each peak po- 
sition including the relaxation constants shows 
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FIG. 13. Stacked plots of the experimental echo-ELDOR spectra at the orientation of (30”,0”) with mixing time (a) T=5; (b) 20; (c) 40; (d) 60 ps. 

Mr+Ns or Ms+N, depends on ~{exp[-(2W,+2WX)T]+e-T’T2~~eim~T}, 

M,+Ne or M4+Ns depends on %{exp[-(2W,+ZWX)T]+e-T’T2neim~T}, 

k 
Ns+Ntc depends on-g e -T/T2,(eio,T+e-iogT), 

k 
NII+NIZ+EA depends on-, e -T’Tzn(&J+eio~T) +k+{exp 

(9) 

I 

The intensity of the N9+NIo pair can be different from phase of NI1 +NIz with EA. As T increases, one observes 
that of the N1 r + N,, pair due to their different phase de- that this (composite) peak grows in relative to the others, 
pendence with respect to T in the ELDOR experiment. so that by T = 60 ,us, it has become a dominant feature. 
Note that for T = 5 ps, the Nrr +N,, pair, which is degen- 
erate with the allowed exchange cross peak (EJ) appears 

This can only be explained by the growing in of the ex- 
change peak relative to the modulation peaks as predicted 

to be missing. Such an effect is due likely to the opposite by Eq. (7) provided there is a substantial W,, or W,. 
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FIG. 14. The simulated echo-ELDOR spectra corresponding to Fig. 13. The same parameters as in Fig. 11 are used. 

Note that the phases of the complex number quantities 
e joT are rapidly oscillating. For tip=32 MHz, eiOaT oscil- 
lates 32 cycles over a 1 ps period. This shows the intensity 
of the Nj peaks would be oscillating. When the intensity of 
the Mi terms and the exchange term is comparable to that 
of Nj terms, the intensity of the peaks where Mi+Nj and 
Ntr +Nlz+ El terms appear would also be rapidly oscil- 
lating. It is thus very difficult to obtain the phase of each 
peak with only five different mixing times since the inten- 
sity is a function of the relaxation constants and the mod- 
ulation frequencies. Therefore, a slight uncertainty in the 
modulation frequencies from the value of the magnetic 
constants and the orientation of the single crystal leads to 
substantial uncertainty in the determination of the relax- 
ation constants. Thus it is first important to measure the 
modulation frequencies accurately (and to accurately ori- 
ent the single crystal) prior to analyzing the spin relax- 
ation. Then a series of experiments with many mixing 
times stepped by -200 ns, so that the contribution of the 

exchange peak is almost constant over several steps, would 
be useful to determine the phase of the peaks more accu- 
rately, since the modulation frequencies w, and wp are 
about 7 and 32 MHz, respectively. 

Even though the present work was not performed in 
this fashion, we were able to utilize our LPSVD data anal- 
ysis as well as measurements of the peak heights to con- 
strain our choices of relaxation parameters, according to 
the following observations: 

(i) The existence of exchange cross peaks is clearly 
indicated by the following: The peaks aJ (wr,ws) 
=( =~~w+,=!=cx+) given by an (N11+_N12+EA) increase 
with T, for T > 20 ps, relative to the A peaks. [Note that 
the (N,+N,,) peaks do not show much variation relative 
to the 2 peaks.] 

(ii) At no time for T<60 ,us do the EA peaks become 
dominant over the (Nii+N& peaks. Given the variation 
in phase of these latter peaks with T [cf. Eq. (9)] and other 
instrumental contributions to the phase of the various 
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FIG. 15. Contour plots of the echo-ELDOR spectra shown in Fig. 13. 

peaks,26 we could not reliably determine the sign of Eii 
relative to 2. 

(iii) However, we do observe that the relative intensity - - 
of the exchange peak (i.e., 1 EA/A 1) grows to -0.06-0.10 
in T=60 /X3. Since IE&~I=[1-exp(-12Wn 
-2W,IT)l/[l--exp(-~2W,-2W,IT)], then we 
roughly estimate 12Wn-2WXI -2-3~10~ s-l. 

(iv) The stimulated SECSY experiment yielded a de- 
cay constant of 2 1.1 ,us which should be close to the similar 

values of 1/(2W,+2WX) and 1/(2W,+2Wn). 
The T2’s were constrained by 
(v) the SECSY experiment yielding T2,=900 ns; 
(vi) the ratio of the peaks (Na+Nrc) vs (M2+N6) 

grows with increasing T, corresponding to the M vs N peak 
ratio decreasing with T. This yields TG’ < (2 W,+ 2 W,), 
but the relation T;’ = T;,’ + W, + W, + W, [cf. Eq. 
(B2)] yields TG’ > W,+ W,+ W,. These two inequalities 
provide bounds for T;l. 
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TABLE II. T, variation of the main peaks for different mixing time. 

Average T, of the two main peaks (ns) 

Mixing 
Orientation time (ps) Oa 5 20 30 40 60 

(30”,0”) 908 763 588 549 503 445 
(5050”) 928 718 452 439 402 317 

“T, for zero mixing time is obtained from the SECSY experiment. 
bAll the experiments are performed with 5 ns t, step size. 

The parameters were varied within these constraints to 
fit the set of 2D-ELDOR spectra for different T. This en- 
abled us to obtain W, more precisely and from that esti- 
mates of the absolute values of W, and WR, as well as T,‘. 
We arbitrarily chose W,,> W, (but we could fit the 2D 
spectra equally well with Wx> Wn). These results are 
given in the caption to Fig. 11. 

D. SD-ELDOR “motional” cross peaks 

Patyal et a1.27 showed in their study of a nitroxide in a 
glycerol host that the 2D-ELDOR main peaks broaden 
with mixing time T. This is consistent with the develop- 
ment of “rotational cross peaks” as the molecule slowly 
reorients during the mixing time. That is, one is observing 
how the slow motions evolve in real time. 

We have examined the time evolution of the apparent 
widths of the main peaks as a function of T for several 
crystal orientations. Indeed we do find a broadening as T 
increases which we can ascribe to some slow dynamical 
process in the single crystal. (Note that we use the fact that 
2D-ELDOR at T=O is exactly the same as the SECSY- 
ESR experiment [cf. Eqs. (5) and (7)] to obtain the 
former.} We provide these results in Table II. Note that 
the modulation peaks are, in general, observed to broaden 
with T (cf. Fig. 15), but because of their lower intensity 
and overlap effects, our analysis of them proved less accu- 
rate. We find over the 60 ps period that the intrinsic T2 of 
908 ns broadens in the 2D-ELDOR experiment to 445 ns 
for the orientation of (0 = 30”, 4 =oO) . This corresponds to 
an increase in “width” of about 0.34 MHz. The same anal- 
ysis for (8= 50”, 4 =o”) leads to a 0.26 MHz increase. This 
is to be compared with the inhomogeneously broadened hf 
width along o2 of about 4-5 MHz. 

In speculating about the nature of the processes being 
observed, we wish to note that there are two classes of 
dynamic processes which could have the correct qualitative 
behavior. First are the solid-state “spin-dynamics” pro- 
cesses related to spectral diffusion, in particular, spin dif- 
fusion of the proton spir~s~‘-~~ in the malonic acid crystal. 
The weak dipolar coupling of the unpaired electron spin of 
the malonic acid radical with surrounding matrix protons 
will lead to a distribution of local frequency shifts that 
would contribute to the inhomogeneous broadening of the 
cw ESR line. However, spin diffusion within the manifold 
of matrix protons will modulate these local frequency shifts 
in a time-dependent fashion. If this modulation were not 
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too fast, then this phenomenon could lead to a broadening 
of the 2D-ELDOR peaks as T increases, i.e., a spectral 
diffusion. However, Mims3’ has argued that one should be 
in the “narrowing” regime, since estimates of the fre- 
quency shifts caused by the nuclear spin diffusion are small 
compared to the rate of nuclear spin flip flops, which are 
the basis of the spin-diffusion process. Such “motional av- 
eraging” would contribute to the homogeneous T2,37738 
but would not contribute to the broadening of the 2D- 
ELDOR peaks vs T But the detailed mechanism is a com- 
plex one, and more careful analyses suggest otherwise,37’3g 
since the nuclear-spin flip-flop times (estimated as 
- 10-3-10-4 s) are long compared to the time scale of the 
experiment. As formulated for experiments at low temper- 
atures (77 K or lower38,3g), this spectral diffusion process 
is temperature independent, but at room temperature, one 
might anticipate a thermal enhancement of nuclear spin 
flip-flop rates. 

At higher electron spin concentrations, there are 
equivalent spectral diffusion processes whereby nearby 
electron spins cause local frequency shifts of each electron 
spin, and these frequency shifts are modulated either by 
electron-spin diffusion within the electron-spin manifold 
( “T2-type samples”), or by T1, processes ( “T1-type sam- 
ples”) .38*3g In T2-type samples, mutual flip flops of electron 
spins can also be effective,38’3y as outlined in Appendix A. 
These and related electron-spin-spin processes have been 
studied in malonic acid by electron-spin echoes at low (77 
K) temperatures.40 There are, however, subtle distinctions 
which affect the role of such processes in our present 2D 
experiments with nonselective microwave pulses that irra- 
diate the whole ESR spectrum.41 

At room temperature, where thermally activated pro- 
cesses become more important, we may expect a second 
class of processes to contribute to the observed broadening 
of the 2D-ELDOR peaks with respect to T. In particular, 
phonon modes may be expected to modulate the amplitude 
and orientation of the malonic acid proton hf and g ten- 
sors42 which dominate the spin Hamiltonian. This would 
lead to the relaxation effects outlined in the appendices. 
However, those phonon modes that are at the low fre- 
quency end of the phonon spectrum could induce slow 
fluctuations in the hf and g tensors, which can lead to 
spectral diffusion that broadens the 2D-ELDOR main 
peaks as a function of mixing time T. Let us, for the mo- 
ment, suppose that the dominant phonon modulation is 
orientational, i.e., there is a slow phonon-induced torsional 
oscillation in the crystal. We find from Fig. 7(a) that for 
(6= 30“, 4 =o”), a change of 0.3 MHz in resonant fre- 
quency o+ would correspond to an angular change of 
about 1.3”, consistent with a small oscillation. (We get a 
1.2” change for 8=50”, 4=0”.) 

We expect that further studies, especially as a function 
of temperature, would be helpful to clarify the source of 
the 2D-ELDOR “motional” cross peaks. We do, however, 
wish to note that in a preliminary 2D-ELDOR study of a 
nitroxide spin-labeled organic polymer in a polycrystalline 
state at room temperature, no change was observed in the 
2D-ELDOR peaks with mixing time T.43 The mechanism 
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of spin diffusion of the matrix protons should be quite 
general (except perhaps to the extent to which it is mo- 
tionally narrowed), whereas phonon modulation should be 
specific to the medium. Clearly, also the larger concentra- 
tions of spins in the malonic acid case could imply contri- 
butions from electron-spin-spin interactions mentioned 
above. 

In either case, by observing the real time evolution in a 
2D-ELDOR experiment, we observe how each malonic 
acid radical samples the range of local sites available to it 
as a result of the slow dynamics. We further note that, 
whereas the measured TI’s and T2’s reflect the effects of 
crystal dynamic modes that are usually fast on the ESR 
time scale, the 2D-ELDOR “motional” cross peaks are 
manifestations of the processes that are slow on the ESR 
time scale. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The techniques of SECSY ESR, stimulated SECSY, 
and 2D ELDOR have been applied successfully to a single 
crystal of irradiated malonic acid and generally excellent 
agreement with theory is obtained for the nuclear modu- 
lation patterns in all these cases. 

It has been possible to combine the well-known theo- 
ries for nuclear modulation in spin-echo spectroscopy and 
spin relaxation in a single general format in Liouville 
space. This analysis has confirmed the relative simplicity of 
two-pulse nuclear modulation experiments with regard to 
relaxation, viz. only Tze is of significance. (For simplicity, 
in our present analysis we ignored any differences of Tze 
for the different allowed and forbidden transitions, al- 
though such differences are included in the general the- 
ory.) However, the analysis explicitly displays the much 
more complex dependencies on relaxation for the three- 
pulse nuclear modulation experiments, wherein T1,, T1,, 
T,,,, and cross relaxation also play an important role, such 
that the main allowed peaks and two different classes of 
modulation peaks are affected differently. It was illustrated 
how this richness of relaxation behavior could be utilized 
to obtain all these various relaxation rates from a set of 
2D-ELDOR experiments vs mixing time (which can be 
complemented by stimulated-SECSY experiments). Given 
the very simple dependence on relaxation of SECSY ESR, 
this simple two-pulse 2D-FT method would be the easiest 
to implement in a quantitative fashion for the study of 
structure by nuclear modulation. The enhanced resolution 
for structural studies obtained by SECSY ESR was previ- 
ously demonstrated in frozen samples containing many 
weakly coupled protons and/or deuterons.26 The present 
study has shown that by using very short n-/2 pulses (5 
ns), in conjunction with sufficiently wide bandwidth, it is 
possible to obtain quantitatively the nuclear modulation 
patterns from a strongly coupled proton. 

The three-pulse 2D-ELDOR experiment leads to a 
modulation pattern that is very similar to that of SECSY 
ESR; in fact, they become equivalent for zero mixing time. 
Thus, whereas the characteristic suppression effect of 
three-pulse ESEEM is retained in stimulated SECSY, it is 

absent in 2D ELDOR. We have shown how by studies as 
a function of mixing time, exchange peaks can be discrim- 
inated from modulation peaks, although there can be os- 
cillations in intensities of some of the modulation peaks as 
a function of mixing time. 

Despite the fact that stimulated SECSY suffers from 
the suppression effect, it does yield the simplest modulation 
patterns of the three experiments considered in this work. 
This can be a virtue in studies involving many nuclei. In- 
tensities of the main allowed peaks and the nuclear mod- 
ulation peaks do depend somewhat differently on the re- 
laxation, which shows up as homogeneous “T,-like” effects 
with respect to wT (i.e., the mixing time dimension). It 
should be noted that the relative simplicity of the stimu- 
lated SECSY pattern is due in large part to the degeneracy 
of one class of modulation peaks with the main allowed 
peaks. 

An interesting and potentially important observation 
was made in the 2D-ELDOR experiment that is charac- 
terized as the real time evolution of “motional” cross 
peaks. This feature should be studied in greater detail as it 
would allow for the direct study of dynamical processes in 
solids that are slow on the ESR time scale such as spin 
diffusion and/or slow phonon modes. 

Both 2D-ELDOR and stimulated SECSY are 2D pro- 
jections of a basically 3D experiment with 2D-ESEEM of 
Merks and de Beer the other possibility, which, however, 
lacks the multiplexing advantage. We would suggest that a 
full 3D experiment be performed by performing 2D 
ELDOR over a range of mixing times. Afterward, various 
one- and two-dimensional projections (or slices) of the full 
3D experiment could be obtained as desired. 

Finally, in this context, we wish to note that the basic 
premise of this work, viz. to employ full collection of the 
echo decay resulting from nonselective irradiation of the 
full spectrum in a FT format, can be combined with re- 
cently suggested four- and five-pulse sequences for the 
study of ESEEM,44,45 thereby enhancing these pulse se- 
quences by the multiplexing advantage of data acquisition 
and by the additional spectral dimension. 
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APPENDIX A: THE DENSITY MATRIX ANALYSIS FOR 
NUCLEAR MODULATION INCLUDING DETAILED 
SPIN RELAXATION 

In this appendix, we first review the basic solutions for 
nuclear modulation of an S= l/2, I= l/2 spin system for 
two- and three-pulse 2D-ESR. This is carried out in the 
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usual way in Hilbert space. We then develop the relaxation The Hamiltonian for the nuclear modulation problem 
matrix solution in Liouville space utilizing these results. in the absence of the radiation field is 

1. Transformation from the IS&) basis to the basis 
that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian in Hilbert space I?=C~+UJ~+ASJ~+;B~J+ +;B*sJ- . (Al) 

[This subsection summarizes well-known results (cf. 
Ref. 4) in order to provide needed definitions of terms.] It can be written in matrix form as 

H= 

11>=1++> 12)=1+-) 13)=1--t-) 14)=1--) _ 
(C-ti,,+A/2)/2 B/4 0 0 

B+/4 (C+w,-A/2)/2 0 0 
* C-42) 0 0 (-C-@,-A/2)/2 -B/4 

0 0 - B*/4 (-C+o,+A/2)/2 

Note that by Eqs. (4) in the main text, A, B, and C are 
functions of the orientational angles fl and y. This Hamil- 
tonian is diagonalized by the similarity transform 
T%T = E, where 

la) lb) Ic) Id) 
C/2+w, 0 0 0 

0 c/2 - 0, 0 0 
E= 0 0 -c/2+wp 0 

0 0 0 -c/2--wg 

From Eq. (A3), we see that the eigenvectors ] a) an 

A3) 

are linear combinations of I 1) and I 2), while 1 c) and I d) 
are linear combinations of I 3) and 14). We shall refer to 
the eigenvectors I a), I b), I c), and I d) as the X0 basis. 
Also, w,, os and the c/s are defined as follows: 

2 l/2 
B II 2 ' 

2 l/2 
B II 2 ' (A4) 

li(A/2b-on]L’2, 
aa 

(A/2) -co, l/2 % 1 f 
(A/2) +w, 1'2 

1 
9 

9 

(A5) 

The upper and lower signs in the definition of cl and c2 
correspond to the case of A/2 > I w, I and A/2 < w,, respec- 
tively. Clearly o,, tip, and the c/s depend on the molecular 
orientation, i.e., the Ze basis is orientation dependent, 
whereas the ISJZ) basis is not. 

a. Effect of the pulse 
Assuming a short and intense pulse, we can ignore the 

effects of the spin Hamiltonian H and of the relaxation 
during the pulse. During the pulse, the density matrix 
evolves according to 

dP x= -i[W),pl, (-46) 

where E^(t) is the irradiating microwave pulse with inten- 
sity B,=o,/y, and phase 4. We have 

E^(t)=~/eB~(Sxcos~+Sysin~)=~ (e+S++e’Q-1. 

(A7) 

The formal solution can be written for a pulse of duration 
tp as 

p(to+$) =exp( -i~t,)p(to)exp(i~~~), (A8) 

where the exponential operator may be written as 

cos(W2)l i sin( 8/2)eC@l 
exp (ii$J = 

i sin( 8/2)eibl cos( W2)l 1 
in the ISgJ basis. C-49) 

Here 1 is the 2x2 unit matrix and 8=qt, 
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Converting this matrix representation of the exponen- 
tial operator into the X0 basis, we have 

cos(8/2)1 
exp (i&J = 

i sin( 8/2)e-‘+M 

i sin ( O/2) e@Mt cos(W2)l 

where 

in the X0 basis, (AlO) 

TABLE III. Relevant coefficients for nuclear modulation. 

Constants IA/21 2 IW”I 

The same 

M=$&= (-T, ;I) E (1;;‘;;; :;;+-). k-=m;=; (l-t- \il--k) (5) 
C-411) 

Since the pulse propagator depends simply on the mls, the 
final signal observed for any arbitrary pulse sequence can 
be expressed in terms of the m/s. It is therefore convenient 
to express the mfs and the associated k’s by some useful 
relations in terms of parameters in the spin Hamiltonian. 
They are given in Table III. Note that the case of A/2 > w, 
in Table III can be obtained from the case of A/2 < w, just 
by interchanging w+, w- and changing the sign of 0,. 

2. The density matrix in the basis that diagonalizes 
the Hamiltonian in Liouville space (Ref. 46) 

4 f lr ( 
o;-(A/2)*- IN212 

%q ) 

The evolution of the density matrix is governed by 
the Stochastic-Liouville equation (SLE) 4 

-$ p(W) = -i[&dW 1 -F[p(QA --po(fi) 1, 
(A121 

& is the spin Hamiltonian operator, and,T is a relaxation 
superoperator. Throughout the paper, “ ” and “ - ” will 
be used to denote the operator and the superoperator, re- 
spectively. The bold character will represent the matrix for 
the relevant operator. The difference between the time- 
dependent density matrix and the equilibrium density ma- 
trix p. is denoted as x(t) 3 p(t) - po, and enables us to 
rewrite Eq. (A12) as 

I 

ii*= 

H3= 

m: 
where o+ =i(%*mp) 

; I* ( 
02,-((A/2)2- 1 B/212 

%@p ) 

d 
;S;x=-i&(t) -F$(t), t-413) 

since Po=[exp( -+i&kT)]/{Tr[exp( -+ii?/kT)]} and 
thus commutes with J?. This can be rewritten in matrix 
notation in Liouville space as follows: 

f x= -ltiX--rx, L414) 

where X is a vector of dimension 16 whose elements are 
just the 16 density matrix elements. 

The Hamiltonian commutator superoperator H in 
Liouville space corresponding to the ISJJ basis can be 
shown to be block diagonal in four blocks 

- - - - 
H=DiagCH1,H2,H3,H4), 

X12 
HI l-H22 

0 

-H21 

x21 Xl1 x22 x33 x44 x34 x43 

0 --HI, Hl2 0 0 -H43 

HY--HII H21 --Hz1 0 0 H43 

Hl2 0 0 -H34 H34 fkH44 

H43 -H43 0 \ H21 -H12 0 

x13 x14 x23 x24 

HI r-H33 -H43 H12 0 

-H34 HI l-H44 0 H12 

H12 0 &2-H33 -H43 

0 H21 -H34 HzH44 

x31 x41 x32 x42 
HB-HI 1 H34 --H21 0 

H43 &S-HI 1 0 -H21 

-H12 0 H33-& H34 

0 -H12 H43 &-Hz 

(A15) 

where the matrix elements Hij are given in Eq. (A2). H, and g.are in the space spanned by the diagonal and pseudodi- 
agonal elements of x for M,= + l/2 and -l/2, respectively. H3 and H4 are in the space spanned by the off-diagonal 
elements of x corresponding to the allowed and forbidden ESR transitions. Note that H4 = -23r. This Hamiltonian 
superoperator fi is diagonalized by the unitary matrix U,47 
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U%U = E, UP,,,, = T,,Tt,,,. (Ala ~=Diag{w,,--o,,O,O,O,O,--wp,wp; 

F is the matrix representation of g in the X0 basis. There- 
fore it is diagonal and each nonzero element is a transition 

c+w+,c+w-,c--w-,c--w+ ; 

frequency. The unitary transforms U_and T are related by 
Eq. (A16). The matrix elements for F and U are given in 

-C-w,,-C-CL,-Cfw-,-c+w,) 

Eqs. (A17) and (A18) in the X0 basis consisting of 

(A171 

U=Diag{U1,U2,U3,U3}, U1= 
I 

L ’ ‘ - 
w2 ClC2 4 

\- ClC2 --c1c2 4 

x33 x44 x34 x43 

u,= 

1 - 4 4 c3c4 

-c3c4 

c3c4 4 4 

c3c4 

- c3c4 -ct c3c4 

4 

-c3c4 c3c4 4 

-c; 

XCC 

xdd 

xcd ’ 
u3= 

xdc 

x13 x14 x23 
v3 w4 c2c3 

-c1c4 ClC3 - c2c4 

- c2c3 -c2c4 ClC3 

c2c4 - c2c3 -c1c4 

In Eq. (A18), we indicate the basis of U in terms of the 
ISJZ) and the R0 basis vectors. 

3. Spin relaxation 

The relaxation superoperator T will, in general, dis- 
play orientation dependence. In problems which involve 
orientational motions, T becomes a rotational diffusion op- 
erator and it does not commute with the orientation- 
dependent terms in &. For the present experiments on mal- 
onic acid crystals, we assume that phonon modulation of hf 
and g tensors leads to spin relaxation that can be described 
by the Redfield equation applicable for motional narrowing 
[i.e., these are the fast phonon modes; slow modes would 
have different effects (cf. Sec. IV D)]. Then Eq. (Al) for 
I? is the thermal average over these fluctuations, and the 
Redfield relaxation matrix R is composed from the small 
fluctuations in these terms, which are summarized in Table 
IV. Note that in this approach, the density matrix for each 
orientation of the molecular magnetic tensors relative to 
the lab frame specified by fi = (0,/3,r) [cf. Eq. (2)] is taken 
as uncoupled from all others (this simplification would not 
be strictly correct if for example there were torsional os- 
cillations) . Then the Redfield relaxation matrix R will de- 
pend on the orientation of the single crystal. Thus we write 
a separate R for each value of fi in the corresponding X0 
basis. (This is a local approach as opposed to the global 
approach utilized in motional narrowing problems in 
which R is written in the (SJZ) basis.) Thus we formulate 
the effects of spin relaxation phenomenologically by the 
Redfield equation for arbitrary orientation fl,48 

(A181 

dxaal -= -icd,,rx,at + 
dt CR aa~,PPXPP ’ (A191 

Lw’ 

where a,a’,/3$’ are the spin quantum n?mbers that repre- 
sent the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H expressed by Eq. 
(Al). At this stage, one has the choice of calculating the 
full relaxation matrix in the 1 5’JZ) basis (which is rela- 
tively easy) and then transform to the Z0 basis using the 
transformation defined by Eq. (A18), or alternatively to 
evaluate the relaxation matrix directly in the X0 basis, 
which is somewhat more difficult. The latter choice of basis 
does have the virtue that the only important contributions 
come from the terms that satisfy tiaa*zaBfl~. This simpli- 
fication does not apply in the 1 SgZ) basis prior to its trans- 
formation. Note that all terms in Eq. (A19) are functions 
of Sz, although we do not display this dependence for sim- 
plicity in presentation. In this Liouville space spanned by 
the X0 basis set, the diagonal and the off-diagonal parts of 
the relaxation matrix are 

KlL%,= - (l/Tz)@?, off diagonal, 

gas~p= W,,, &aa = W,,, diagonal, (A201 

&OL,cla= - c War diagonal. 
l+a 

In the above discussion, we have emphasized the role 
of modulation of the dominant interactions in the spin 
Hamiltonian. In an actual malonic acid crystal, there are 
also matrix protons which interact weakly by dipolar in- 
teractions with the unpaired electrons of the malonic acid 
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TABLE IV. Illustration of the effect of fluctuation of the various terms in the spin Hamiltonian on the relaxation rates. 

c 
0 
5 
3 
2 Y 
” 
$ 

B 
8 
“5 

i 
a zr 
G 
El 

Isotropic g 

Anisotropic g 

PeBo & 
-y& 

S&3 cos”/3- 1) +SF’*‘sin2~ cos(2y) sz 

sin -SFt2$in(2S)cos(2y) S++S- 

Isotropic hf 

Anisotropic hf 

+a wz 

; @+I- ss-I, 1 

3 cos2&- 1) +SDt2)sin2S cos(2y) 1 SAZ 
-; (S+Z-+s-I,) 

1 1 
-$ 6D~sin(2S)--GD(2)$sin(2S)cos(2y) 

I I 
SJ+ +v-. 

s+z,+s~z, 

-2 SD~sin2&-bot2)t (l+cos2~)~os(2y) 
1 I 

s+z+ +s-z- 

; I&l’ 

; IW2 

;I & - c2*c4 1 2 

ICTC412 

; 14”c412 

; ICTC412 

$I cyp - c;cq I2 

‘* 2 Ic2c3I 

; 1442 

$ I+312 

; l&l’ 

; I cp4++3 I * 

I&4’ 

$w-Ic21z)* 

aThe interaction constants (Sg,Sa,6F,6F(2’,6D,S0’2’) are the time-dependent deviations from the average values [e.g., Sg=g( r) -4. 
bFor the orientations chosen in the experiment (y=o” or go”), sin(2y) =0 and cos(2y) = * 1. For an arbitrary angle, those terms with F t*) or DC” and S, or I, become a complex number whose imaginary part 
is proportional to sin( 2y). This general case is not shown in the table for brevity. 

‘The quantities ml and m2 are given in Table III; ci are given by Eq. (A5). 
dFor compactness, we have not explicitly included cross terms between the various types of terms. These can be written down simply in terms of the products Fq F, +q in Eqs. (B3) and (B4). &$,, &r may 

also readily be written down; e.g., the cross term from S, due to the anisotropic g tensor with -$S+Z- from the anisotropic hf term is 2m,Re(&cs) for .c’& ,cP!L + -c&id&. 
e.EPCm I,, and ddd are obtained by substituting cr --t cr and c2 + c4 in the entries below. 

6 
CD 
2 
4 
F 
(u 
2 
4 
iii 
G 
0) 
P. 3 
ii; 
F 
65 ‘-c 
2 
5 
3 
E 
2. 0 
8 
h 
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radical (cf. Sec. IV D). These can contribute to T,, and 
T2, by spin diffusion, especially at low temperatures.38’3g 

MS= l/2 
la> 

If the electron-spin concentration is not very dilute, 
then electron-electron dipolar (EED) interactions can 
play a role, as also mentioned in Sec. IV D. Here we em- 
phasize the mutual electron-spin flip flops due to the 
S1hS2r terms which can transfer spins between the two 
proton hf lines of malonic acid.“J3g The formal properties 
of this spin interaction are the same as Heisenberg ex- 
change (HE),” so we take advantage of this below and 
nominally consider the HE mechanism, although a rigor- 
ous theory would model the magnitudes of the terms based 
on EED terms. The S1$i’2r terms, in causing spin transfer 
between the hf lines, do not conserve energies of the order 
of A [cf. Eq. (Al)], so they must be assisted by phonon 
modulation of this interaction. (Note that phonon modu- 
lation of St,& and S1+S2+ type terms would contribute 
to T,, as well as W, for certain orientations.) The theory 
for relaxation from HE’1P36 is most readily applied in the 
ISJJ basis, followed by transformation by U into the X0 
basis. 

WY WX 

We 

:x: 

WC 

MS=-l/2 
Ic> W, Id> 

FIG. 16. The relaxation pathways defined in the 2Yo basis 

In order to simplify the analysis, we shall choose to 
introduce the following equalities, which, however, are not 
general as can be seen from Appendix B and illustrated in 
Table IV. Nevertheless, they capture the essence of the 
relaxation problem, while permitting tractable analytic so- 
lutions to the problem 

w,= w,,= w,, . C-421) 

[Considering only g and hf tensor terms, (i) of Eq. (A2 1) 
would be true if g-tensor contributions dominate T,, and 
T2,,; (ii) of Eq. (A2 1) also requires the tilt angle fly 0, so 
that BsO. We can similarly neglect the complication in 
the treatment of HE requiring its transformation by U, by 
either assuming BrO or else I w, I& I A/2 I so c3 =cl, and 
c4=c2. The expressions written below for HE are simplified 
in this manner.] The relaxation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 
16. The relaxation matrix R in the X0 basis becomes: 

(i> T*e=(T2)oc=(T2)bd=(T2)ad=(TZ)bn 

3”2,,=(5’-2)nb=(T2)cd, 

(ii) w,= w,,= wb, 

w, = w,, = w,,, 

R=Diag 
I 

-$ ,-& ,W,-& ,--&, 

1 1 
-m )...) -;;;- I 

1 2e 12eJ 

in the same basis as I? [Eq. (A17)]. Note the eigenvalue 
- l/T,, is repeated eight times in Eq. (A22). W is the 
4X4 matrix corresponding to the diagonal part of x, 

Xl27 Xbb 
-we-w,- w,--w&4 w~+wHE/4 

w= 
w, + @HE/4 -we-w,- W,--w&4 

we+@&4 W,---w&4 

w, - @HE/4 we-l-q.&4 

Thus, in the X0 basis, we may write Eq. (A19) in matrix 
form as [cf. Eq. (A14)] 

dx 
dt= (-zW+E>x. 6424) 

The>nallsolutions may thus be obtained by diagonalizing 
(-zF+R). However, by virtue of Eqs. (A17), (A22), and A=Diag 
(A23), only the 4X4 subspace of diagonal elements xii is 
still nondiagonal. Since F in this subspace is just the null 
matrix, it is just necessary to diagonalize W given by Eq. 
(A23) to obtain the normal modes of relaxation. That is, 

1 
-icon--T, 

2n 
-i(C+o,)-~,-i(C+w_)-~, 

2e 

lb> 

XCC xdd 

We+%,/4 w, - w&4 \ 

W,---w&4 we + @HE/4 

-we-w,- w,---w&4 w,+@HE/4 . 

w, + aHE14 -we- w,,- W,--o&4, 

(A231 

where /2,, As, and & are negative real and A3=0, corre- 
sponding to the conservation of total probability. In this 
normal mode basis, ( -z??+R) is a diagonal matrix and 
can be written as 
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-i(C-w-) -J- -i(C--w+) -f ) 
T2e ’ 2e 

i(C+o+)--1 i(c+w-)-L i(C-w-1 
T2e ’ T2,’ 

-$,i(C-“+)-g- . 
2e 2e I (A261 

Note that for the complex eigenvalues corresponding to the 
various transitions, the real parts are the homogeneous line- 
widths and the imaginary parts are the transition frequen- 
cies. The values of &, &, & and of S, are quite compli- 
cated, in general. However with the assumptions in Eq. 
(A21), we can get a very simple analytical expression 

1 

%=z 1 
1 1 1 1 

1 -1 1 -1 

l 1 -1 I -1’ 

1 -1 -1 1 

(A271 

{&i,,a2,}={-2Wn-2wx,-2We-2Wx, 

-2w,-2w,-a,,). 

In summary, ( -zfi+@) expressed most conveniently in 
the ISJJ basis is transformed into the normal mode basis 
by two consecutive unitary transformations U followed by 
s, 

cos2 ( 6/2) 1 PI2 iPI3 W4 

gL I 82 cos2 ( 8/2) 1 ip23 iP24 

iPf3 iP13 cosq e/2) 1 p34 I , \ iPT4 iPi pl4 cos2 ( W2) 1 

(US)q -ifi+@) (US) =A. 6428) 

The evolution of the density matrix in the absence of the 
radiation field then obeys the simple “complex- 
exponential” form 

E(t,+t> =exp( -At)%(&), 

where %= (US)?X. 

(A291 

4. The pulse propagator in Liouville space 

Equation (A8) can be rewritten in Liouville space as 
follows: 

pcm4~o+$J) = c &&3BfPpp~ (A30) 
BP’ 

with the pulse propagator superoperator P, 

F,,,,,,= [exp( -iit,>],a[exp(i~~~)]p,a, . t-431) 

We can rewrite Eq. (A30) in matrix form 

X(to+tJ =FX(to) +(B-l)po . (~32) 

P given by Eqs. (A9) and (A3 1) can be expressed most 
conveniently in the ISJJ basis in the order shown in Eq. 
(A15) 

I;=sin2(3[~ ! i j, Pi,=isin f3ei4[! i i yi, 

/o 0 1 o\ /l 0 0 o\ 

P4=-~s~Oej~ i i j, P23=-~sinOei(~ 8 e j, 

(4433) 
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Transforming into the Z. and normal mode basis, we get 

X(to+t,,=F’?i(to) f (F-1)15, (A34) 

with P=(US)i~(US> and iJo= (US)tpo. Using Eqs. 
(A29) and (A34), the evolution of the density matrix can 
be calculated for any pulse sequence. Equations (5) and 
(7) in the main text for SECSY ESR and 2D ELDOR plus 
stimulated SECSY, respectively, were derived by this pro- 
cedure. 

APPENDIX B: ORIENTATION-DEPENDENT SPIN 
RELAXATION 

The fluctuating time-dependent perturbation leading 
to the relaxation can be written in general form as fol- 
lows49: 

A?1 (t) = c 9-+?;, 
9 

031) 

where -t9i are the spin operators in the lab frame and yi 
are the time-dependent fluctuating parts of the Hamil- 
tonian, which are defined in the molecular frame and trans- 
formed into the lab frame. 

For the X0 basis, with a significant hf tensor, there are 
no degenerate energy levels and transitions, so we have 
only the diagonal elements for the T2-type relaxation, i.e., 

(T&,s= -Rap,aD 

= m dTm,p(t)O,p(t+T) .- ~ -I.- ‘-- 

+; c way+ c w&J ’ ( ?+a FM 1 U32) 

where o&t) = [Xi ( t) aa -Xi (t),,], and the first term on 
the right-hand side of Eq. (B2) is usually taken as 
T;-‘lap 

so 

s Oa d7W,&oqg(f+~) 
0 

X 
I 

m dTFq(t)@(t+T) (B3i 
-02 

and the transition probabilities War which provide T,-type 
relaxation and also contribute to T, can be written as 

Way=%wyy= c 4yJqq* F(t)F”(t+-T> 
q.r --co 

X exp ( - iq+r) &-. 034) 

The specific role of the g and hf tensors is illustrated in 
Table IV for the X0 basis. Note that not only are the Fq 
orientation dependent, but the -“9& can also show substan- 
tial orientation dependence. Utilizing Table IV and Eqs. 
(B2)-(B4), it is readily possible to write down all the 
relevant (orientation-dependent) T,‘s and War%. Whereas 

this leads in general to complex expressions not amenable 
to analytical solution, our general computer program per- 
mits the calculation of the 2D-ESR spectrum for any case 
of relaxation in the high temperature limit. 
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